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1, The recent paper [4] of Nirenberg and Treves gives a character- 
ization of local solvability for partial differential operators with simple 
characteristics. One can ask whether a similar characterization is possible 
for operators with multiple characteristics. We will consider a special case 
of this problem by deriving a condition which is equivalent to local solvability 
for the class of operators Lu = utt + &z(t) u, + b(t) ut + c(t)u. 
In addition to presenting the results, our purpose is to demonstrate two 
closely related techniques which we think will be useful in studying solvability 
for more general operators. The first is the factorization of the total symbol 
of an operator into a product of first order pseudodifferential operators. 
The second is the construction of formal exponential null solutions involving 
fractional powers of a parameter. The second technique has already been 
developed in considerable detail by Flaschka and Strang in [2] where it is 
applied to the study of correctness of the Cauchy problem for operators with 
multiple characteristics. 
The remaining sections are organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider 
the problem of writing L as the product of first order pseudodiierential 
operators with symbols of the form T - &-r q(t) .$-i/s. We find that this 
is possible near the origin when a(O) # 0. This construction is an extension 
of the Pui.wux series to the noncommutative case of differential operators 
with variable coefficients. In Section 3, we state a condition on these factors 
and show it is sufficient for local solvability of L at the origin. Section 4 
shows the necessity of this condition. Thus, when a(O) # 0 we obtain a 
characterization of local solvability of L. When a(O) = 0, this method is not 
available; therefore, in Section 5 we abandon it and prove directly that L 
is always locally solvable in this case. However, it would be preferable to 
give a unified treatment of both cases. In Section 6, we discuss one approach 
to this goal. We show how to construct some formal factorizations of L even 
when u(O) = 0; the factors no longer have the form assumed in Section 2. 
In special cases the factorization is rigorously valid and the condition of 
Section 3 correctly predicts that these operators are locally solvable. In 
general, however, our technique is purely formal. 
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2. We are given an operator Lu = utt + ia u, + b(t) ut + c(t)24 
with analytic coefficients. We would like to factor L into a product L = L,L, 
of first order pseudodifferential operators and thus replace the study of 
solvability of L by the study of solvability of the first order Li . This step is 
analogous to the reduction to first order factors employed by Nirenberg 
and Treves in [4]. 
We will assume throughout this paper that a(t) does not vanish identically: 
if it does, L is then obviously locally solvable. By taking the Fourier transform 
of L in the x variable, we can reduce our problem to factoring the ordinary 
differential operator J% = v” - &z(t)v + b(t) v’ + c(t)v. Suppose first that 
the coefficients are constant. Then the problem is simply factoring the 
polynomial p(~, 5) = 72 - at + by + c where T = d/dt. This problem 
reduces to finding the roots of p. We remark that in this factorization, and 
in all that follow, we will be interested only in constructing the factors for 
large 1 6 1 since this is all that is needed to decide local solvability. The 
solution to the constant coefficient problem is obtained by constructing 
the Puiseux expansion of the roots of p. It will be useful to recall this con- 
struction. We make the initial guess that the roots are ~;l = &al/s~l/s. 
Then p(~;‘, 5) = fa1/2bt1/2 + c = O(plz). We can improve the accuracy 
of our guess by setting r&O = ka1/2[1/2 + f+ . Then 
p(r*O, 6) = &2a1/2[112f, + f+2 f a112f11ab + c 
so that the choice fh = Fb/2 results in p(r*s, f) = O(1). Continuing by 
induction we find that there are (Y+~ such that for T&N = &<I<,, or~~f-~/~, 
P(Tzk”, 4) = w-N’2), (1) 
P(T, 6) - (T - T+“)(T - T-N) = 0(6--N/2). (2) 
It can be shown that the infinite sum 7*m converges for large 1 6 ] and that 
p(Tim, 5) = 0, (1’) 
p(T, 5) - (T - T+O”)(T - Tmm) = 0; (2’) 
however, the less sharp results (1) and (2) will suffice for our purposes. 
We need to generalize this construction to the case of variable coefficients. 
Motivated by the Puiseux series, we Setp(T, I) = T2 - &a(t) f b(t)7 f c(t) = 
(T - T~)(T - TV) and make the initial guess 7;’ = (-l)f a112P/2. Then 
p - (T - T:~)(T - T$) = bi- + c - (U1/e)‘[1/a. Next try Tie = TT1  + dId”. 
Then 
p - (T - Tl’)(T - T2”) 
= bT + C - [-(%” + %‘)T + (a2” - q”) U1/2f1/2 + OZlo%” - (U1/2)‘f112 
+ b2°)‘l* 
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Suppose that a(O) # 0. Then near zero, we can find ozp satisfying 
alo + a20 = -b 9 
alqctl~ - %O) = -(&2)‘, 
so thatp - (7 - T~O)(T - TAO) = O(1). C on t inuing by induction we find that 
there are smooth functions aij(t) such that for 
we have 
p(T, [) - (T - QJ)(T - T2”) = 0(5-N3. (4) 
To construct oif knowing ojk for k < j, we need only solve a system of the 
form 
UlJ - a2 j = A, 
d/2(Q - a25) = B, 
(5) 
where A and B are functions of the known aik and their derivatives. The 
hypothesis that u(O) # 0 makes this possible; on the other hand, note that if 
u(O) = 0, then Eq. (5) need not have a smooth solution. 
We have proven the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that u(O) # 0. Then there is 4 neighborhood of the 
origin in which there exist riN of the form (3) such that 
L = ($- V(&))(+-P(t,$)) + R 
where R can be made arbitrarily smoothing in x by choosing 4 large enough IV. 
3. Suppose that we wish to solve Lu = f ,  where f  is a function in 
Com(Ra). After a Fourier transform in x, this becomes 
U” - &z(t)U + b(t) U’ + c(t)U ={(& t) (6) 
where U(t, 5) = a([, t). Although a second order equation cannot be solved 
exactly, we can obtain asymptotic solutions of (6) valid for large / 6 I. This 
is enough information to decide whether the Fourier transform can be 
inverted to give a solution TV of the original problem. 
It would be possible to use the WKB method directly in (6), but for 
equations of order higher than two, this becomes complicated. It is much 
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easier in general to factor the left-hand side into first order operators. This 
is possible in the present case when a(0) # 0; according to Section 2, 
$ - fw! + b(t) -& + 4) = ($ - il)($ - 72) + O(l), 
Ti = -J&‘yl’2 + O(1) (7) 
in some neighborhood of zero. We will utilize (7) to construct a parametrix 
for L. 
Initially, we consider only large values of 1 5 1, 1 [ ( 3 A > 0 say. The 
ordinary differential operators (d/dt) - 7i have the Green’s functions 
DefineF+“(t, 5) = Re ~~(t, (),F-f(t, 5) = Re Tf(t, -4). Suppose now that the 
Ti satisfy the following condition: 
(M) There is an E > 0 such that either ~upl~l..~,~,~ + Fi<co or 
infl,,,,E,,, F+i > -co and either sup F_f < 00 or infF-” > --co. 
Then when 4 > A each factor (d/dt) - r1 has a Green’s function G” such 
that 
sup I G*(2, s; -!))I < co. (8) 
Itl,lsl<f;P>A 
Similarly, when f < -A we can find a Gf such that 
sup I G*(t, s; 01 < ~0. (8’) 
Itl*lsl<6;O<-‘f 
Denote by Gi(t, s; 6) a Green’s function with properties (8) and (8’) whenever 
I 5 1 > A. Now form the integral operator 
wheref(x, t) is Coo with compact support in the square S = (-E, c) x(-c, 6). 
(8) and (8’) imply that Elf is a C m function. Next, solve the equations 
J!.U = j?,f, t) when [ 5 1 < A. It is not important how this is done, as long 
as the result is piecewise continuous in 5: for example one could use a finite 
number of converging power series in 5 by means of the regular perturbation 
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expansions ~(6, t) = u,,(t) + (6 - a) e(t) + *a.. We form another integral 
operator from such solutions, 
Finally, let E = E1 + E, . Then 
Wfh 0 = f(X, q + J?f(x, 0 (9) 
where Rf(x, t) = jIEI>A O(1) eiC* dt J G2 dr j’ G’--ds; the O(1) term is the 
error in the factorization (7). 
Equation (9) reduces solving Lu = f to solving u + Ru = $ The proof 
that I + R is invertible in some neighborhood of the origin is standard, so 
we omit it. We have obtained the following solvability result. 
THEOREM 2. Let Lu = utt + k(t) u, + b(t) ut + c(t)u with a(O) # 0. 
Suppose that (M) holds. Then L is locally solvable at the origin. 
We conclude with a remark on condition (M). Note that whether it holds 
is independent of the O(1) terms in 7i . Therefore to check (M) we may 
consider the part of the ri involving only strictly positive powers of f. In the 
case of the operator L, this part is simply Ifr~l/~tl/~, so that we see that (M) 
is equivalent to the requirement that Re ali2 and Im a112 do not change sign at 
zero. Another equivalent formulation is that Im a not change sign at zero. 
In more general factorizations, however, more than one positive power of 4 
will appear and the solvability condition will not reduce to the sign changes 
of a single function. (M) is therefore a generalization of the sign change 
condition familiar from the simple characteristics case. 
4. In this section, we prove that if(M) does not hold, L is nonsolvable. 
It would be possible to base a nonsolvability proof on the factorization of 
Section 2 by proving the nonsolvability of one of the pseudodifferential 
factors; for brevity, we will deal with the operator L directly. 
THEOREM 3. Let L be as in Theorem 2 with a(O) # 0. If(M) does not hold, 
L is not locally solvable at the origin. 
We will use a modification of Hormander’s method for showing non- 
solvability (see [3, Chapt. 61). This method consists in the construction of 
a formal solution 
u = WV0 + (v’/~> + (v”/P) + ***> (10) 
of tL~ = 0 such that Re 4 f 0 in a neighborhood of the origin, and Re + = 0 
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only at the origin. The definition of a formal solution in this context is that 
if the series is stopped at the N-th term, the resulting finite expression uN 
should satisfy tLuN = O([-N) et*. 
The geometric optics expansion in (10) is a useful asymptotic solution for 
any operator with simple characteristics; however, it sometimes breaks down 
in the presence of multiple characteristics. For example, the only formal 
solution of Lu = 0 of that form is the trivial solution u = 0. In [5] &rang 
noted that the appropriate analog of (10) for multiple characteristics is an 
expansion in fractional powers 
u = e.L<i<oE-~l~dt 
. j;. P’T . (11) 
Flaschka and Strang have shown in [2] that a nontrivial formal solution of 
the form (11) can always be constructed arbitrarily near a given point for 
any operator with characteristics of constant multiplicity. 
In our case, the correct special case of (11) is easy to find. The expansion 
u=e m+E”%{vO + (vl/51/2) + (v2/5’) + . ..} (14 
is a formal solution of Lu = 0 if 
+ = it (a(~))~‘~ dr - x2, 
2&v,O + L$ * vo = 0, (13) 
2&g + L$ * vi + L&l = 0, i> 1. 
Since a(O) # 0, 4 is a smooth function near the origin, and there are smooth 
solutions of the equations for the vi. We observed in the last section that (M) 
is equivalent to Re al/z and Im al/s not changing sign at zero. Suppose that 
Re u1/2 changes sign, for example. Then since a(t) is analytic, we have 
Re(a(t))‘l” = ~~,,+rt~~+l + O(t2n+2). S ince there is a choice of sign in ali2 
we may assume that CZ~~+~ < 0. Then 
$(t, x) = (a,,,/2n + 2) tan+2 - x2 + op+y. 
Using the solution (12) with this choice of + and letting f + + co in 
Hormander’s argument, we conclude that tL is nonsolvable at the origin. 
If instead, Im al/s changes sign, we would let g -+ ---co and again conclude 
that tL is nonsolvable. Of course, (M) holds for L if and only if it holds for 
tL. Thus, we have proven Theorem 3. 
We noted in Section 1 that the factorization of Section 2 and the con- 
struction of formal solutions of the form (11) are closely related. This is 
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easily seen for L when b and c are identically zero; in this case, 7s - &z(t) = 
(T - T&T + T1) where T1 satisfies the Riccati equation or’ - T12 = --&z(t) 
associated with the operator L. Therefore LeJ~l(~*c)~o = 0 and if 71 is chosen 
as in Section 2, eJ~l(g*f)do is a solution of Lu = 0 of the form (11). 
5. When a(O) = 0, the previous methods cannot be used to decide 
either solvability or nonsolvability at the origin. For example, let 
Lu = utt + iortu, . Factorization as in Section 2 gives the root 
T1 = (c&)1/2 + l/h - (5/32&i”) t-5/2&-1/2 + o([-3/2) 
which is highly singular at zero. Similarly, the expansion of Section 4 is not 
possible: the equation for the ni is 2(at)1/2 n)tl + Lb, . wi + Loi-1 = 0 and 
the zero in the coefficient of v,” means that smooth solutions may not exist. 
Of course, both expansions are also ambiguous because the function (at)112 
is not well defined. For now, we will abandon the previous methods and 
investigate solvability when a(O) = 0 separately. 
THEOREM 4. Let Lu = qt + iu(t) u, + b(t) ut + c(t)u. If u(O) = 0, L 
is locully solvable at the origin. 
To begin, let u(t) = at’+, 01 a complex constant, and b = c = 0. Taking 
the Fourier transform of Lu = f gives 
u” - a&W = j@, t), (14) 
just as in (6). Consider the equation 
v” - Per = 0. (15) 
The Green’s function G(t, s; 5) for (14) can be expressed in terms of two 
independent solutions Ei and Fi of (15), namely, 
const Ei(ht)Fi(As) t > s G(t, s; f) = h 
I Ei(As)Fi(Xt) t < s; h = (o#/(~+~), 1 arg X 1 < ?r/(n + 2). 
We wish to choose Ei and Fi so that the Fourier transform in (14) can be 
inverted. Let Ei(z) = ~ll~K,,(,,)(22(~+~)/~). The asymptotic expansion for 
K, , see Watson [6], shows that Ei(z) N (r/2)‘/” e-2s’“+*“S when 1 arg z 1 < 
rr/(n + 2). We need the asymptotic behavior of Ei when 1 arg z - r 1 f 
rr/(n + 2). Assume that n is even. Then Ei(-z) is also a solution of (15). 
From the series expansion of K, , we know that Ei has a Taylor series of the 
form C u~z(~+~)~ + z C bi~(“+2)1. Therefore, Ei(-z) is independent of Ei(a). 
There can be at most one independent recessive solution of a second order 
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equation in any sector of the complex plane. Since Ei(x) is recessive in 
1 arg z 1 6 ?r/(n + 2) it follows that Ei(-z) is dominant there, and its 
leading order asymptotic expansion is (r/2)‘/” e+2z’nfa”*. Thus Ei(z) is 
dominant when I(arg z) - 7r / ,< ?r/(n + 2). Let R(z) = Ei(--z). When 
1 At 1, 1 As 1 > M for some large M, ] hG(t, s; 5)1 is uniformly bounded. 
Since Ei(h) and Fi(k) are bounded when ) Ar 1 < M we conclude that 
~upl~l,l+~;~ 1 G(t, s; t)j < co for any finite A. Thus, the Fourier transform 
is invertible, and L is locally solvable. The argument when tl is odd is similar, 
but the choice of Fi is taken to be Ei(.ze*2~(n+1)l(n+2)) depending on the sign 
of Im 01. 
It is easy to show that the fundamental solution Ef = sza eiCx de. 
J G(t, s; 6) f(f, s) ds for Lu = utt + i&u, is a parametrix for any operator 
L’u = Lu + b(t) ut + c(t)zc. In this sense, L dominates any ut and u terms. 
We conclude that L’ is solvable. 
Now consider the general operator L with a zero in the coefficient a(t). 
We write it as Lu = utt + iatnA(t) u, + b(t) ut + c(t)u where A(O) = 1. 
To solve Lu = f, we take the Fourier transform: 
u” - c@A(t) u + b(t) u’ + c(t)U = f(f, t). (16) 
To construct a Green’s function for (16), we attempt to find complementary 
solutions of the form u(t) = Ei(h+(t)). u” = A&‘Ei’(h+) + h2(cj’)2 Ei”(h+)= 
’ 2 WI47 u’ + hn+2(+ > 4 nu, so if P+a = a[ and (+‘)a 4” = PA(~), u satisfies 
u” - &“A(f)U - (I$“/+) u’ = 0. (17) 
Note that there is a solution for + of the form t + O(ta), so $“I+’ is analytic 
near zero. Equation (17) has the Green’s function 
1 Ei(W)) Fi(+(s)), 
G(t’ ” ‘) = A+‘(s) 1 
t>s 
Ei(h+(s)) Fi(h#(t)), t<s 
where we choose Fi as when A(t) = 1. It is easy to check that there is an 
E > 0 such that supltl.lsl+( ) G(t, s; f)l < co; therefore 
Ef (x, t) = j-L eicz df I G(t, s; f)&f, S) d 
is a Cm function whenever f E Com((-~, c) x(-e, E)), and L’Ef = f where 
L’u = utt + iaA(t) t%, - (c#“/+‘) ut . As before, E is a parametrix for any 
operator differing from L’ only in ut and u terms. In particular, E is a para- 
metrix for L; we conclude that L is locally solvable. 
In order to simplify the statements of the results, we have assumed that 
the coefficients in L are all analytic. For completeness, we note that certain 
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results can be obtained by the same methods if the coefficients are merely 
Cm. Thus, (M) is still sufficient for solvability as long as a(O) # 0. However, 
our proof of solvability when a(0) = 0 requires that a(t) vanish only to finite 
order at zero. Similarly, just as in [4], the proof of necessity of (M) requires 
Im a to vanish at zero to finite order. 
6. We have found that when a(0) # 0, local solvability of L is 
equivalent to a sign change condition similar to the solvability criterion for 
simple characteristics, whereas when a(0) = 0, L is always locally solvable. 
The hypothesis that a(O) # 0 enables us to carry out certain constructions, 
but it does not appear to be a fundamental property of L. Therefore, we 
think it is important to state these solvability results in a form that does not 
invoke this ad hoc hypothesis. This section is a preliminary investigation 
of this possibility. 
At the beginning of Section 5, we attempted to factor the operator 
Lu = utt + iatu, . The method of Section 2 led to the factors 
T* = j-(at&1/2 + 1/4t F 5/(32a1/“) tm512.$-l12 + O(E-3/2) 
which become singular at zero. Furthermore, suppose we know that the 
expansion T+ is an asymptotic representation of some factor when t > E > 0; 
then we do not know what expansion r* corresponds to this factor when 
t < --E. Thus, if L can be factored, the symbols of the factors cannot have 
uniformly valid asymptotic expansions of the form T - &-r aj(t) t-*/s 
near zero. Difficulties of this type occur in turning point problems and in 
singular perturbations; see for example Cole [l]. Suppose we now make no 
assumptions on the form of the factors of L. After a Fourier transform, we 
have the problem 
.EU= U” - a&U = ((d/dt) - 4, M44 + 4, W 
= u” + (A, - A2)U. 
This representation will be valid if A satisfies 
At - A2 = a&. 
This is the Riccati equation corresponding to L; therefore it has the solutions 
(a~)1~3[Ai’([a5]1~3t)/Ai([af11~3t)] where A i is any solution of Airy’s equation 
u’ - tu = 0. Let us choose for Ai the Airy integral s~~~~,8 @Xt-tals dt. 
It is shown in [6] that this integral has the leading order asymptotic expansion 
1 arg 2 I < 7~ (18) 
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where the branch of z1J2 is chosen with a branch cut on arg z = rr and so 
that x112 > 0 for x > 0. Thus, A(t, f) has the asymptotic expansion 
44 5) - (M3)1’z + O(l) 
when t1i3t is large. The branch of xllz in (19) is the same as in (18). 
(19) 
Equation (19) solves the connection problem we noted earlier: it tells us 
how to match the Puiseux expansions of Section 2 which can be constructed 
on either side of zero. We know that A(O) # 0; therefore there exist 01 for 
which A(t, 5) is analytic. For such OL, (19) shows that the factors 7 f A(t, f) 
of L satisfy (M). The argument of Section 3 is applicable, and we can again 
conclude that L is locally solvable. However, for general values of LY, poles 
appear in A(t, 6); these poles occur in the O(1) terms in (19). For these OL, 
the argument is incomplete. The validity of the factorization in this case 
requires further study. 
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